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CON~211~;US AND CHANGE IN OUR BROTHERHOOD

Perhaps nothing has vexed our brotherhood more in the last few decades

than the phenomenon of change. Those who have viewed traditional

positions in social and personal ethics as normative have been seriously

."cld upside down. The early Mennonite Brethren were also known as

I ittle. There is little hope of effective caumunication among brethren

lIe agreed on the ground-rules, this conference will accomplish very

I ;,;" crucial issue in Christian ethics is that of authority. Unless we

1. The Quest for Author ity

I .tdicals in their insistence on changes within the church structure.

.,[,ether we are ready to expose ourselves to new situations as well as

"rder to ask ourselves whether we fear change as such and therefore

I Ilese demands.

threatened by such rapid changes. Since change has always been a

"Id in an honest search for better and more biblical ways of dealing with

"l' losing ground't

, ,mtemporary problems which the brotherhood faces, it would seem quite in

,[,'sire to close ranks against those who would suggest innovations, or

:; ince this study Conference is to deal with a number of very serious

('hange must be one of evaluation. How can one be sure that the changes

\,bieh are taking place are in the right direction? Is the church gaining

characteristic of spiritual growth, the deeper problem involved in

1 1IIIr fathers of Reformation time were known as radical disciples. In this
}

., I hey resembled the early Christians who were accused of turning the
,~
:' ~
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Illiess basic premises can be agreed upon.

/\11 ethical judgments are made on the basis of some premise, explicit

dr implicit. Each choice I make involves a value judgment which in tern

1 cflects my philosophy of life. Some Christians construct an explicit

;ystem of ground-rules which becomes part of their philosophy of life

11'.1 they are able to "give the reason for the hope within them with

'Ill ekness and fear." Others make choices without really being able to

liy why they chose as they did. They just felt that this was a better

I'oice. Often it was.

1'[ view of this great need to understand the principles or laws of

i )',hteousness by which we live, we ask for the foundation on which our

; Ilowledge of right and wrong rests. Knowledge of right and wrong could

, I)l1ceivably be based on desire, on knowledge of reality in general, or

"II the will of God.

The desire on which the right is based could be either individual

,I[ collective. Both individualism and the will of the majority are in

"I,ne today.

a man is strong and powerful, he might justify his action by simply

I ,iting that it is his wish. Here power makes right. Nietzsche was of

is mind and he spelled out his princip le that might makes right. An

" I ion is right because it is the will of those in command.

,;ire as the basis of right raises many problems. Why punish, or persuade,
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r condemn if man's desires are the measure of right? Certainly the

lJl n did what he did because he desired it. If man's desire is the

easure of right, how can there be any wrong? If desire operates at
.1

he group level we have what might be called the will of the majority.

democratic approach, as spelled out by John Dewey in his relativism

. in ethics, would see the right as.an expression of the will of the
','

reater number at any particular time. There can be no "absolute"

ight which transcends all moments in history, no "fixed ends" as he

called them.

The principle of unbridled . expression of human desire leads to its own

destruction. One man's freedom becomes another man's bondage. Free

sway of desire leads only to confusion and anarchy, never to righteousness.

i. A second possible basis for ethical judgment would be knowledge.

there are those who are quick to recognize that desire must be guided

by something. They suggest that knowledge would be an adequate guide.

Socrates taught that if a man knows what virtue is, he will be virtuous.

His well-known dictum,"Know thyself," states the first duty of man. To

know the truth or to know virtue is to have such a vision of it that

one must love it and be devoted to it. To know virtue is to love it.

No one would be so naive as to attempt ethical judgments without under-

.tanding. Knowledge alters our understanding of value and, therefore,

our desires. However, it can truly be said that knowledge of

righteousness is largely in proportion to one's understanding of funda-

mental human capacities and needs. When we speak of right, we mean what



revelation of God has been inscriptured. The Bible record of the
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has revealed himself "at sundry times and in divers mannen'l" and this

elation reached its climax in Jesus Christ. Here w~s God's last word

men. In Jesl,1sChrist came "truth" but also "grace." Grace enabled

carry out what truth revealed.

A third view, which I espouse, is that ethical judgments are made

0IIl an understanding of the win of God. The will of God cannot be

wn apart frQDlGod himself. God' swill is an expression of God 's

ure. To know the will of God we must have an understanding of God.

understanding, however, cannot be achieved by man unless God

hooses to disclose himself to man. And this he has done. The

verse is an expression of the creative activity of God and so is

But man left to himself and to the data of the universe

A never know the ultimate will of the creator.

s right for man; and when we speak of value or of an end being

....0.. aluable,wemea.nthatit is valuable for man. Value is, therefot'e,.

argely determined by man's fundamental nature.
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stly.

we apply relativism to ethics we have the vie~ that the rightness of

action or the goodness of an object depend entirely on the

II. The Danger of Relativism

Perhaps the first step would be to explain the term. If labels must

should be clearly understood and used precisely and

lativism in philosophy is the view that truth may vary from individual

individual, from group to group, or from time to time, having no

b.olute standard. Anyone who believes in a fixed standard for truth,

it found in the Bible, in the Koran, or in the Vedas, is not a

.1ativist in the philosophical sense. The relativist has no final

ogrt of appeal which transcends cultures and history. Something is

only in respect to an individual person or a group and that only

specific time.

ecently I was confronted by the term "ethical relativism" used as

charge against another brother. The impression was given that any

bange in the application of ethical norms implied that the advocate

as an ethical relativist. It would appear to me that most of us

ve changed in our views concerning specific items of conduct, but

s that make all of us ethical relativist~

edemptive acts of God in history is for us the source of our knowledge

f the will of God. In this way biblical theology is the prerequisite

or Christian ethics. An ethic whi~h is not rooted in biblical

heology is nothi.ngmore than an expression of man's reason.
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other 'Hen considered wrong",;

s when they are no longer able to contribute their share to the

also ssythatatcone timeit.wasconsidered,wrongwhile centur,i,es

orne primitive Eskimo groups; ~t has been a filial duty to kill one' $

thatthereha.s.' been great diversity :In,<th.emoral views

lfferent social groups. In particular" some anth~opologists have

The~e are various approaches to ethical relativism. For instance,

re is the approach of the anthropologist and sociologist. The

Whether adulteryis:wrong,,· aecordingtorelativiSln,wou1dl1ep~ndon

person. There is nothing which might sit in judgment over all actions

egardless of whereandW'bentbes~;,aot.itlus :9c:cur", AgAirLwe httveno

attitudes var:y., the rigbt:nes$~of an ,a~triQttvaries from person to

:- .1



So far we bave dealt' only withdesc,riptive

acceptstne conClusiotfthat people do have,different

believes that the absolute and final standard is found

however, f6t'<:e us to believe that nothing else could or

whiCh, while describing accurately what exists .among people

.exist.

judge some to be closer to the truth than other s .

. know ·them';.,.'"

1 man receives not the things of ,the- spirit of God.;;rieither

concerning right andwrorig but this does not mean that an

believes that reasoncann~t find God 's standard, for .tlthe

d's revelation with Jesus, Christ in the center ~'The Christian

rves to be challenged.

I r form of relativism;g~esbackto the Greeks: Whether an action

stand would, hoWever, question thee conclusions which ethical

absolute right and wrong in the" field of ethics is impossible and

lativists have drawn from these 'data;' 'The conclusion that knowledge

orrect to say that "almost every form of human behavior has been
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onsidered right by' some people at some: t:ime and wrong by others at

ommunity food suPpiy.·'In oursociety,killingof·ohe's parents is

he same -oreane other time." The Christ'ian· whileal1-owing such data

egarded as one of the most he it'l.11U s ()£crinies ..

1I~~'~~'4ute standard does not exist whi<:K if applied to specific cultures
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is wrong but it does not say that the circumstances in which

is such a serious offense and stands under the judgment of God

statements may be made in ignorance or they may be made in

to deceive. If we allow for exceptions we do so because there

statements are made are all alike or are of no consequence.

er of deliberate falsification.

standard which enables us to recognize the exceptions. Because

1. law must now be ~pp1ied to specific cases and in the application,

vid did on one occasion, under certain circumstances, eat the

i1e it was wrong for COODIlon men to eat the shewbread of the temple,

Christian will eDCamine the circumstances before he accuses his

are saying is that relevant circumstances must be brought into

ppens to have a heart condition exercise might prove fatal. What

.ad without suffering divine disapproval.

* The Christian stands firm on divine law expressed in revelation.

be application of an ethical norm. The Bible also says this.

his is not entirely wrong. Whether exercise is good depends on

he circumstances in which the person may find himself. If he

~~,..~~~l relativism urges that there is no logical ground for choosing

s another man's poison. What is moral for one may be immoral for

s right or wrong depends entirely on the circumstances of each

ase and on the nature of the individuals involved. One man's meat

the circumstances are important. scripture teaches that false

.nother. It all depends on the circumstances.
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in ethical matters, or do I relate to the brethren

and witness in a covenant relationship?

Do I act as an individual before God, responsible for

of crass legalism. In theology we establish from Scripture

y, we have philosophical or religious moralism or perhaps a

• has been settled by establishing the inscripturated Word of

1ish a few basic assumptions. We cannot argue these at

e entering into the discussion of group consensus, we must

a. the absolute authority. This would mean that the absolutes

1 am assuming that the question of authority inChristian

th, they will be stated briefly.

lh cs are actually the absolutes of theology. Ethics follows

III. Group Consensus in Christian Ethics

'1111'nLal~Y: it dare not precede it. Whenever ethics precedes

One of the ethical presuppositions among Mennonite Brethren is

relating to the Christian life. The question might be framed in

troup consensus as opposed to individual conscience in matters

norm for ethical judgment does not change. We are not ethical

relativists.

changes. Our insights into the Word may also change. However, the

tions from such a premise. The actual formulation of the application

accepts God's Word as absolute and proceeds to specific applica-

between ethical alternatives. The Christian, on the other hand,

" may vary from century to century since the nature of the problem
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the nature and the will of God. In ethics we relate such know

ledge to man's response to the demands of God. Theology sets forth

what God has done in history; ethics formulates what man ought to do

in answer to God's redemptive acts. I am assuming that group

consensus does not operate in areas which are clearly spelled out

in Scripture. The matter of adultery is settled in Scripture; no

group consensus is needed. However, biblical principles need to be

made relevant for our day.

I. I am also assuming that we are dealing with the response of a

b.liever or a community of believers in wham the Holy Spirit has

cr••ted the "will to dotl and wham he empower s to carry out what

.bould be done. This I hold. to be most essential to the discussion

e we are not studying the secular processes of group dynamics.

group consensus ideal assumes the activity of the Spirit of God

he individual as well as in the Christian community (Gemeinschaft) .

• said: "When he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide

truth... " "But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost,

the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all things,

things to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said

Church of Christ is a body, an organism. The essential unity

• body is clearly stated by Paul in Eph. 4, "There is one body

are called in one hope of your calling ...



• and Witness. Most works which have been written in the

that the idea of a covenant-people in opposition to

vidualism was, in part, the genius of the An~baptist movement.

a compelling drive among the Anabaptists to make their

life (Gemeinschaft)a total authority, economic as well

igious. The preaching of the Gospel was an open irtvitationto

n to make personal absolution and to covenant a new life with

d the community of believers. Littell states that tithe idea

ovenantal relationship to God ane one's fellows became the

II I tion of the Anabaptist community and through it came the rise

tual government" (The Anabaptist View of the Church,.p. 85).

a believer came under the disciplineofa biblical

a discipline which he himself helped to make and enforce.

eh covenant was undertaken at baptism and was thought to be

expression of religious voluntaryism short of martyrdom.

The church is not an aggregate of individual believers. Here, as

1n other matters, the whole is more than the sum of its parts. With

this corporate consensus there can be no church. Fifty

istians whose membership in the local congregations amounts to

their name on the roll hardly make up a church.
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From whom the whole body fitly framed together and compacted by

that which every joint supplieth, according to the effectual working

in the measure of every part, maketh increase of the body unto the

edifying of itself in love. 1t

'.J'-



to recognize evangelism and where witness is

there is no deterrent to complete acculturation or

Witness keeps the Christian close enough to the world

ommunication but also helps him maintain enough

ke it clear that he has a different frame of reference

w y of saying this would be to stress the primacy of

for Christian liVing. Many of the ethical truths which

ningfu1 to us became so only as we saw them in evangelistic

Many of the changes which are made are also made

the pressures of evangelism.

liever is not "of the world" but he is "in the world."

in the past in their desire for non-conformity often

themselves "out of the world." By disregarding the

they were able to avoid change. The channels of communication

world were broken and Christians began "talking to themselves."

way, many of their ideas remained unchallenged.
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ld of Christian ethics neglect what I believe to be a funda

premise. The church and the individual believer have been

led to witness to the world. The church is involved in a

nous dialogue with the world with "God beseeching" through

church "be ye reconciled to God." Jesus informed his disciples

they would, be witnesses.
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group, then, may change culturally because certain forms and

atterns of living make it almost impossible to make any meaningful

ontact with the world. Certainly Hutterites would find it rather

Itfficult to communicate their faith to a non-Hutterite society.

ot always is change the product of "worldliness." In an

•••0 truth by the Spirit .

ow Testament desire to witness and evangelize.

Ito. more in the process than in the product. No one pronounce-

• ...n. that the group consensus is not ultimate authority. The

thfouah the working of the Spirit of God in the context of the

"IUt COIIIunity7 Truth is settled by God not by men. Men are led

tl\tlrtpturated Word? Does God channel new truth to men through

~j the believer community have final authority alongside the

IV. Specific Issues in Group Consensus

A. 'rho problem of authority in the group consensus.

~.lt.ving interpreting the apostolic insights.

, •••t a partial acceptance? The question was clearly defined in

,,,. brotherhood context and "after much disputing" it was answered

to have a place in the New Testament fellowship but did this

fi.~o••itate an acceptance of the Jewish culture-tradition or, at

VA. one of grave concern to the early church. The Gentiles were

The biblical pattern of change is found in Acts 15. The problem

. ovangelically dynamic fellowship change could be initialed by the



not an absolute one. The Apostles stood in a

roup consensus is an approach to interpretation

s a situation which allows for no change.

o see where the possibility of error is a real one.

that the position of the church at a particular time

the spiritual innovators of new ethical positions in

accepted as final. Had God not spoken in the brother-

contradict himself~ Such an error in our search for

-14-

'was sent to all churches? The parallel between Acts

follow, until a new stand is evolved which is more in

dissent and action. As new dissenting members break

th things as they really are. In this way the dissenters

n maintained that changes come to a group through

y today.

problem of change in the group consensus.

ty for th~ early church as the Scripture represents our

relationship to truth. They might be considered to represent

then, shall we say about Acts 15 where a letter establishing

w Testament in that situation. In a sense they were the

nt of the group consensus is final; the product is not to be

qu ted with pronouncements of Scripture.

~, ~
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Where

Paul cspeaks
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Hardly!
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the saintsl1 t~e full dimens;ons .. of

Those involv4d have committed themselves to

decision has been reached. Without this prior

up discussion lacks the dynamics of discipleship.

brother. The dissenting brother is here .assUIlled

spirit as the others but his understanding of the

cal issue. The earnestness actually comes from a
~•• -_';" ·-0 '-._

engaged in a "diScussionft but is. seeking the will

Ifshine as lights. u

he brotherhood me_ting must be one of earnestness.

be different.
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Lord. It This does not mean that the Church must listen

libert~ in the group consensus.

that there must be freedom of discussion in the group

scertain the will of God at a particular juncture.

r is ~ediately silenced, the status quo becomes ~he.

Hmidst of a crooked and perverse generation~I among whom

We hardly need a pdsltionon,"meat offered to idols"tod~y.

and issues go but witness goes on as.10ng as the Church

admitted that the issues to which. the church witnesses .do

if the aspect of witness is retained in ethics, it will be

vidualisn, or e~clesiast1cal despotism?
,;.. -~-

m ght ask, is thegro~p process mor~ fraught with danger than
'.-.



and to openly violate what praying

ement is complete abstinence. In following

may not share the concern expressed by the

nd therefore the personal integrity of another

lled into question.' Our group has c()ven:~nted not

h maturity in Christ: The tlgr()up consensush

that Christians who arenof irimri.ediat~feti~-

forth as a course of action is a violation of

alike. Discipleship recognizes·that believers

the light of theirunder~fandingoi'ehe wilt of God

p the believer seeks to follow the Master. Legalism

exceptions; discipi~ship·seeks to'relate individual

claims of Christ in everyday situatlcitis. There are

ipleship allows for' IIeatfrigwi'thunwa.shed hari.ds. tt

love.

sm and Group Consensus.

arrived at on the basis ,,{group COtlSEmSUS ca.nnot be

h legalism. LegaltSUl is impersonal 'dog1Da; diseipleship~

following. Iu·legalism thfteodestandssoveFelgn; in

Whenever the issue i"a 4ga111 brought· up· for discuss!()O

rves the'rightto$peak iit:1.i.he'w'lth his p:ersonalconvictions.

ordancewithgroupdeeision e.ven if he isnot::etltirely

can enllghtehandcOttvinee.: POl" thesak~ of grout' urtityand in

nterest of mor~ imp~rtant isshes; the dissentingbt:oth~racts

groupconsenS'Us'binds aetton notthoU~ht~ Ottly the Spirit of

~ ';
.-.-1
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rough on the consensus I do not necessarily judge all other

ristians who would drink wine at certain occasions or as a regular

erage in the home. Nor would I want to assume that I were more

I lritua1 because of this particular aspect of group discipline, even

oush I might feel that the issue which prompted my group to take

hi. action should also be considered seriously by my brother IS

", .torence group.

V. Achieving Coneensus in the Local Church

procedure adopted in achieving consensus is, of course, very

tAnto Unless a broad basis for congregational involvement is

QUod. the desired effect will be lacking. In a real sense our

tthorhood meetings (Gemeindestunden) have attempted to bring about

con.ensus through discussion and decision-making procedures .

• ,. there are several very basic differences between a

'u. meeting and a church business meeting. Very often the

... Are quite different. In a consensus meeting, the entire

t10n seeks an answer or guidance in a matter relating to

Of polity. In a business meeting, the questions are more

and immediate. In a business meeting, the problem

very quickly to a decision-making level. In consensus,

croup works with the problem until a real sense of unity

And it can be felt that "this is the way, walk ye therein."

to suggest a number of steps which should be considered.



of the conseneus meeting, the pastor again

d ncourages the membership to be open and

xplains the procedure to the entire congregation.

hem withtheprooedure an.d encoura:ging'the.svto

to u. them as part of a decision-making body. A

n advance what the problems under d-iscussion will

rs are invited to/attend the consensus meeting.

ion toward a con'setlsttfJ~

on the issue tinder; dHtcussion.. Again, he is cautioned

brother, -often the pastor, is asked to present a paper

nevertheseir1tual $o1e11-be1ngo'£ thechur'Ch is

uniformity in all things is neither possible nor desirable.

esthe respottsibility of the council to decide whether it

to theentir~'brotterhood. T~problem:sareeareful1y

but the council does not attempt to anSWer the questions.' It

have ai'ded oureongregation wl,chhas initiated consensus

I. The church council sugge'sts ttt& problems which should be

-.}, ,.;?-"n



1 believe it is possible for a ,group"to change

as which are significant to the life of the

180 given us a way of initiating. change which allows

a greater sense of loyalty and 1nvolvement.

views and convictions, thematt'e£ is brought to

rstanding of our youth for our concept of discipleship

-19-

has been our experience that such consensus meetings

youog people have· been part of the decision-making

these ruleswitb disdain simply because they have been

hich we have inherited some of our "church rules. u Often

this manner will be tqe guide~forthe entire local

I

One brother, quite spontaneously,formulates what he

would want to present to the brotherhood in this manner •

he consensus of the group and this is then accepted.

After the issue has been discussed well and both 'young and

ed in the discussion. tt 1$ agreed that the conclusion

Ifllth('r hood.

;"-}~ ber s are then given an opportunity to suggest other areas

...


